
TIDAL REPORTING V3 OVERVIEW 
 

 

The Tidal Reporting application provided the following additional 

functionality separate from TIDAL Enterprise Scheduler: 

 

1. Out of the box approx. 60 queries that provide additional analysis on Tidal data not provided by the Tidal 

application. The queries range from audit reports to monitoring reports, dependency charts and 

historical analysis. 

2. Additional retention of Tidal data outside of the Tidal defined retention period. The data can be kept as 

long as is required separate from the live Tidal system thereby reducing the need to maintain historical 

data for a long period in Tidal, which will improve Tidal performance. 

3. Queries against the TIDAL REPORTING application can be scheduled using Tidal scheduling or on demand 

by a user. 

4. Multiple Tidal masters can be combined into one interface, user can easily switch between environment 

or a combined option is also available. 

5. Authorized users can perform job control actions using REST/API against selected Tidal Master. 

6. Query output can be in the format of a .CSV (or Excel) file, PDF format  

7. User can control output from queries, sorting and selection criteria.  

8. Business views based on current scheduled jobs will can automatically be generated.  

9. Business views from all defined jobs and job groups can be automatically generated 

10. Completely configurable as to what functions are available to users of the system.  



11. Frequency of updated data from TIDAL can be configured, from almost instantaneous to hourly, or 

daily. 

12. User can add additional queries to system, they will be handled similar to OOTB queries.  

13. LDAP integration, user access and also workgroup mem 

14. New queries can be requested and will become available to all users that have a maintenance 

agreement. 

15. Multiple Tidal installations can be combined into one installation of Tidal Reporting, the user can 

switch between Tidal master or select a combined view.  

16. Optionally the Tidal REST/API can be used to control tidal jobs. The job definition and job run 

instances can be controlled using this functionality. 

17. The user can create their own customized pivot tables and charts using data from queries. 

18. Windows and Linux OS are both supported. For database Oracle and SQL Server are both fully 

supported, if TIDAL supports the platform the Tidal Reporting Application will also support it. New 

releases of Tidal will also be supported soon after a new Tidal release is available. Tidal 6.5 is fully 

supported. 

 

  



Main Dashboard: 

 

The four queries shown are the default queries for the dashboard, they can be changed by the system administrator. Optionally the screen can be configured to 

indicate the environment shown, similar to TES. The Tidal master menu option allows the user to select the combined masters shown or just the specific master. 



Job Activity screen: 

 

From this menu you can either select a current Jab activity overview or one based on the data in the Reporting database where data can be kept a user 

configurable period, i.e. 1 year or longer. Data can be show based on JobGroups hierarchy or infividual jobs that can be sorted and group based on user 

requirements. When the user selects the Chart option data will also be shown in the chart format that the user previously selected. 

 



 

The same data as shown in the job activity can also be show in a user defined/customized pivot table view. 

  



Query datagrid  

 

The first row allows the user to specify the additional filter criteria , these  will be applied real-time and are saved for each query.  

  



Query selection:

 
The queries are divided in menu’s with sometimes submenu similar to the TIDAL menu options.  



Monitoring Queries: 

 

Queries can be defined that alert the user for unusual situations. These queries need to be scheduled in Tidal and will only alert the user if there is data. If there 

is data results can be shown as part of the email and also as a Excel attachment to the email. 

  



Query Output 
 

 

The output from queries can be presented as part of the email and will also be attached as excel file to the email.



Definition data queries: 

 



AUDIT Queries: 

 

The audit data is kept in the reporting database as long as the user configures, this can be one year or longer.  



Customer defined queries: 
 

 

There is a simple query import mechanism where an admin user can add additional queries  

 

 



Query parameters

 
Many queries have parameters whereby the user can select i.e. date range, job name, job group etc. The selection criteria a saved for each user from one 

session to the next. 

 



Context sensitive functions

 
Right click on data will show context sensitive options, such as job definition data, jobrun info or dependency charts. 

 



Context sensitive functions , jobcontrol /job updates 

 

The user has selected two rows, from here the user can perform jobcontrol functions, such as rerun, cancel or override. 

   



Job definition information 

 

 

  



Jobrun information 

 

 



Custom reports defined by user based on query result: 

 



Dynamically generated business views show predecessors and 
successors 

 

 



Queries with Chart based on query results. 

 

  



Installation Requirements: 
 

: 

Hardware 
requirements 

OS Requirements Database Requirements Security 

64 bit CPU WIndows 2012 and higher SQL Server  2012 and 
higher 

AD Authentication 

Min 8GB memory Linux (RH, Ubuntu, Centos) Oracle 11G and higher  

4 CPU minimum    
 


